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I. INTRODUCTION
The reliability of HAMR head and the challenges of fabricating high SNR HAMR media keep pushing
back the schedule of HAMR technology being adopted in HDD. The PMR extension becomes very important
to give enough time for the emerging technology to be in place. With almost constant grain size or cluster size
in PMR, increasing the track density becomes the major approach for the further growth of areal density (AD)
because of less media SNR penalty at targeted AD. The shingled magnetic recording (SMR) was proposed to
keep the writing capability at narrower track width. The multiple readers array for TDMR is being
implemented for the ITI cancellation and to avoid too narrow reader induced head SNR drop.
The multiple reader technology is an effective solution of narrow track reading. Both simulation and
experiment studies [1][2] show the off-track read capability (OTRC) improvement and the ability of
reproducing narrower track by relatively wider reader. On the testing stand, the shingled writing is able to
achieve up to 30% areal density gain tested by the same head and medium. The density gain is purely from the
track density increment with a slight drop in linear density. But in the drive implementation, the areal density
gain is very limited due to the stringent track squeeze performance under external disturbance of the drive.
This work proposed dedicated servo technology to provide the continuous PES for improved track squeeze
performance of the drive.
II. DEDICATED SERVO SYSTEM
As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a magnetic servo layer is added in between data recording layer and SUL of
conventional PMR media. The servo layer has Hn of 3 KOe, which ensures no erasure at servo layer after
infinite times of writing by data head. A wide writer with MWW of 1500 nm is used to write stagger DC+ and
DC- servo patterns during media level servo writing. With the amplitude of data signal being around 4 times of
servo signal, the baseline shift due to DC servo signals has minimal impact to data channel performance. In Fig.
3, although the baseline shift of data signal after AC coupling in data channel looks significant, the zoom-in
signal on top of servo transition has very slow baseline variation.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PES demodulation is implemented inside pre-amplifier by DC offset amplifier and low pass filter. The
continuous PES is sampled and averaged inside SOC over duration per PES sample. The controller with longer
delay time can achieve phase margin of 35 degree for single stage actuator and 41 degree for dual stage
actuator, which ensures the stability of servo control loop. The tested PES noise level is below 0.01% of servo
track pitch, which is significant lower than conventional embedded servo. The quality of PES can also be
maintained during writing process. It is because the writing interference to reading happens at higher
frequency due to the EMI/EMC from writing paths. It is rejected effectively by the low pass filter in PES
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demodulation circuit.
At increased head keeper spacing, the Hy decreases but the Hx increases for a given writer. The effective
writing field at trailing edge is the same for keeping write SNR. The tested OW performance can be
maintained as well on optimized dedicated servo media. Tested by conventional channel without special
compensation of servo interference, the areal density gap between dedicated servo and PMR media is less than
3%. The advanced channel and signal processing technique for the compensation of servo signal induced data
signal shift is able to further minimize the linear density gap. With the area saving at data layer, dedicated
servo medium is able to break even in capacity.
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Fig. 1 Head media structure of dedicated servo system

Fig. 2 Cross section TEM of media

Fig. 3 The 100 MHz readback signal on top of staggered DC servo signal from data channel and PES channel

